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"Ye shall henceforth return no more that way" (Deuteronomy 17:16)

GOD told His people of Israel never to return to Egypt again. The command was
needed because there seemed good reason to return.

Did not God take them there? Had it not been a happy experience of the best
of the land and food? Forgetting the little matter of cruel slavery, had they not
multiplied into a nation? "Distance lends enchantment to the view." Egypt looked
back on meant security, peace and good living. It also meant idolatry, something
dear to the human heart. It is a sad but simple fact that families who once followed
the Lord have gone back into the world, closing their eyes, however, to the "little"
matter of sin and idols. Their children's children are living proof of sin's ravages,
and the love of false gods. The command is absolute: Never again!

There are good reasons not to go back

Life with its good and ill has gone beyond recall. Memory tends to flatter the past
but who would want to re-live sinful life all over again? There is a comfort in the
assurance, "Never again". Would Londoners like to re-live the bombings? No!
Thank God the past is irrevocable. Looked at that way, it is a comfort to know
some things are over and done with.

Yet would you not love to set your past right?

Are there not things we wish had been otherwise, things we blush to recall? Were
we not fools to act so? The voice of conscience and wisdom is heard in the
stillness later. "If only ... " burdens many a heart. We sigh, for all is now beyond
human power to restore.
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There is one way to set the past right
We cannot cancel one sin, undo one action, but we can and must confess to the
Lord Jesus Christ, for He has power on earth to forgive sins. His sinless sacrifice,
on the cross in the sinner's place, is accepted by God. His blood cleanses from all
sin, removes all guilt in God's sight.

Then the forgiven sinner can set right broken relationships. I saw a young drug
addict baptised who was going back from being a lousy, dirty, "holy man", eating
hashish in a Moroccan hut, to restore the seventy suits he had stolen in the States,
and to face those he had wronged. There is power in Christ to live a new life that
seizes every opportunity to please Him.

God can cover the Christian's tracks. A minister said to me, "In visiting I have
at times said something to one that, if reported across the parish to another, would
have caused trouble. I prayed Isaiah 58:8, "the Lord shall be thy rereward", and I
cannot recall one occasion when trouble resulted."

--e--

The Potter's Work
A SERMON BY THE EDITOR

"Then I went down to the potter's house. and behold, he wrought a work
on the wheels" (Jeremiah 18:3)

THE problem confronting faithful Christians today is lack of success in the
Gospel. Jeremiah could stand the hostility and shame, but what really troubled
him was that God had given him a ministry and words from God to speak, and the
words did not seem to prevail. That is exactly our problem, is it not?

Jeremiah went, by God's command, to a house on the edge of Jerusalem,
probably in the Valley of Hinnom, for there the water needed by potters flowed
from the springs of Gihon and Siloam. There sat the potter, the "former", the very
word used of God forming man in Genesis 2:7, shaping a vessel out of clay on
the wheels.

He saw the potter "throw" a lump of clay on to the centre of the wheel, and start
it spinning with his foot. Then, placing his wet hands around it, with his thumbs
inside, he shaped the clay into a pot. The potter has skill, and it is fascinating to
see the way the clay takes shape. He also has a family to feed, and speed is of the
essence. But then the vessel was spoiled.

The whole point is that he made it again into another vessel as it seemed good
to the potter to make it. He was patient, long-suffering, careful not to throwaway
anything he had begun, and did not give up on the flawed clay.

God explained it all to Jeremiah like this: "0 house of Israel, cannot I do with
you as this potter? saith the Lord. Behold, as the clay is in the potter's hand, so
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are ye in mine hand, 0 house of Israel." First and foremost these words apply to
Israel. God has not finished with His ancient people.

This was an answer to the hard-hearted dwellers in Jerusalem. "Behold they
say unto me, Where is the word of the Lord? let it come now." These scoffers
had derided Jeremiah in the previous chapter (verse 15). They also derided the
wonderful promise at the end of that chapter, that kings should enter Jerusalem, and
all the temple sacrifices come to the house of the Lord, but only "if ye diligently
hearken unto me, saith the Lord". Likewise they derided the threat following: "But
if ye will not hearken unto me ... then will I kindle a fire in the gates thereof, and
it shall devour the palaces of Jerusalem, and it shall not be quenched."

It seems from this, that the incident happened in the closing years of hope for
the nation. That was during the last years good king Josiah was on the throne. The
people had marred God's ideal, yet God still offered them a glorious future if only
they would yield themselves to the Great Potter's hands. Beyond all they would
suffer, lay hope.

God then speaks concerning the nations in the seventh verse: "At what instant
I shall speak concerning a nation, and concerning a kingdom," and offers hope to
all nations. After this week's terrible events in London, I heard a financial expert
say that we now live in a generation that wants everything today, not tomorrow,
because it does not see any future. So everything has to be bought, indulged,
experimented with: "Let us eat, drink and be merry, for tomorrow we die." He
said it had been like that ever since 9/11 - the twin towers - and these first suicide
bombers in Europe have reinforced this lifestyle.

God speaks to a hopeless generation, offering a future to those who repent and
accept His dealings. He is working for the day when, by the skilfulness of His
hands, His chosen amongst the nations start to cry out as in Isaiah 64:8-9: "But
now, 0 Lord, thou art our father; we are the clay and thou art our potter; and we
are all the work of thy hands. Be not wroth very sore, 0 Lord, neither remember
iniquity for ever; behold, see, we beseech thee, we are all thy people."

God also spoke to Jeremiah about the almost universal opposition he faced.
Israel was beset by false prophets. These taught false hope, and called Jeremiah a
traitor, valueless.

The same is true today. Our land is full of a message of false peace. They are
holding large meetings of all faiths, saying we can and must stop this happening
again. They say Islam does not teach this killing. It is a perversion of a peaceful
religion by extremists who must be rooted out. That is a false diagnosis, but they
thus avoid blaming Islam, and instead blame us, for not accepting all faiths as
equally right. For who divides but Jesus, and His claim to be the only way to God?
Our message to our generation is that of Peter in Acts 4: 12: "Neither is there
salvation in any other: for there is none other name under heaven given among
men, whereby we must be saved."

The only thing that will keep us preaching that message is faith in the Lord, that
He will not fail, however marred the vessel on the wheel is. But our message is
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not a weak one. If they persist, like the men Isaiah rebuked, then God's sentence
is: "Woe unto him that striveth with his Maker! Let the potsherd strive with the
potsherds of the earth. Shall the clay say to him that fashioneth it, What makest
thou? Or thy work, He hath no hands?" In that case God will make them again,
but not as they think.

Romans 9:20 tells them how: "Hath not the potter power over the clay, of the
same lump to make one vessel unto honour, and another unto dishonour? What if
God, willing to show his wrath, and to make his power known, endureth with
much longsuffering the vessels of wrath, fitted to destruction."

We were once made unto honour. Our ancient Church's proudest boast was that
God brought us the Gospel first, before the nations surrounding us. We almost
certainly received it within fifty years of the crucifixion, through officials,
soldiers and merchants. Our "common law", which is being removed today, was
King Alfred's doing. He introduced the Ten Commandments into the Roman Law
which we, with the rest of Europe, inherited, and we call it "common law".
Though we were marred very often, God patiently remade the Church in these
islands through a long series of revivals over the centuries, and in the end the
nation basked in a glory brought about by the Gospel. Character, inventiveness,
exploration, the gift from God of power over the nations, trade, wealth and the
setting right of many wrongs, came through the Gospel being received and acted
upon. We rose to great honour and great power. All the power you see today in the
hands of America and the United Nations, all that and more, lay in our hands.

There came a time, sometime after 1870, when we as a nation preferred the
gods of gold and lust to Christ. God said, "Enough"! You may weigh Christ's
price for thirty pieces of silver, but "the Lord said unto me, Cast it unto the
potter". Judas, that was your fate, Aceldama, the potter's field, bought with blood
money. We sold Christ for silver. Our fate is being cast unto the potter to be
remade a vessel unto dishonour. When I have travelled abroad, it has often made
me ashamed to see the behaviour of our tourists. I draw the veil, but we have sunk
low. On every side I see the Potter's hand, making something utterly different out
of our nation. To see the other faiths, the utter changes that have come over this
nation in my lifetime, make me realise God is remaking the clay into a nation
unrecognisable to those who knew it in days gone by - a vessel of shame.

There is a further terrible possibility in God's dealings with our nation. God
told Jeremiah in the next chapter to get the elders and priests and go the Valley of
Hinnom, and take a potter's earthen vessel in his hand, and in their sight to break
the bottle as a witness - that in one sense, the day of grace was over, and
something had been forfeited that could never be regained, shattered beyond
repair. In Israel's case, she still has a calling and election, but what have they not
lost meanwhile? But what of us? Through history, Greece and Rome, and many
another land and empire made a promising start, but it seems on each of them
was written the sentence of old Amalek, that their latter end should be that they
would perish forever.
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We have a very different message to God's people. The Potter has in His
purposes an ideal, and He sees it hidden in the shapeless clay. So the great
Architect before the world was formed, foresaw the possibilities of each human
life, as a mother with her infant has her dreams of future fame that little one could
achieve. God sees Christ formed in each of us. He puts us on the whirring wheel
of circumstance, so as our days fly swifter than the weaver's shuttle, He is shaping
us. Our part is to submit.

We are conscious of having failed of the grace of God, and from the rear see
others carry off the prizes we so wanted. It is burnt into the soul that my chance
came, and I failed - all my own fault. I sigh, "if only"! It is here that the Potter
comes in, taking us up again with infinite patience and remaking us, so Romans
9:23 becomes ours: "That he might make known the riches of his glory on the
vessels of mercy, which he had afore prepared unto glory." We do not believe in
the survival of the fittest, with millions thrown aside by blind chance as the price
of evolving. Rather, "A bruised reed shall he not break, and the smoking flax shall
he not quench: he shall bring forth judgment unto truth". "Ye are of more value
than many sparrows." We believe in the worth and dignity of the human soul. We
reject the dialectic of Karl Marx, that conflict determined the whole of human
history. We are not fatalists, but yield to God's hands.

The Lord strengthens us to go on speaking God's Word, come what may.
To Jeremiah it appeared he had wasted a lifetime, suffering abuse and hate for
nothing. No one repented. Things went on getting worse. No one took more
notice than to mock and sneer, and the whole catastrophe of Jerusalem was
inevitable. In short, God had failed and wasted Jeremiah's life. He accuses God
in chapter 20:7-8, of deceiving him, being stronger than him, of letting him give
out a message from God, and getting only derision and mockery back. Huss
wept in the dank slimy green cell they locked him in those last six months
before burning him. His spirit failed, like Jeremiah's, who cursed the day of his
birth. We weep today, feeling failures, frustrated at the lack of progress, and yet,
joining in Jeremiah's song, "the Lord is with me as a mighty terrible one",
encouraging ourselves, "Sing unto the Lord, praise ye the Lord: for he hath
delivered the soul of the poor from the hand of evil doers". The Great Potter is
at work!

All rivers start as rills and oaks as acorns. Rembrandt painted in a smithy, Pascal
traced his Euclid with chalk, and it was with a burnt stick on his father's door, that
one of Wales most celebrated preachers learned to write. Luther was the son of
a miner, Carey a shoemaker, and Morrison a last maker! Sydney Smith (a
fashionable London pulpiteer) made sport of the Baptist Missionary Society
because the first collection on its behalf was only £13 12s. 6d. Never despise
small means in God's hands. Anon
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For Younger Readers
CARINE MACKENZIE

SAFELY HOME

WE recently travelled in a big jet plane back home across the Atlantic. It was
interesting to compare some of our fellow passengers.

Some people were very relaxed, reading a book or looking out of the window
- full of confidence in the reliability of the plane and the pilot's skill and training.
Others gripped the armrests firmly, appearing quite nervous. They seemed to
be afraid of flying, especially on take-off and landing and when the plane hit
some turbulence.

But all the passengers on the plane were actually equally safe. All arrived at the
destination at the same time, no matter how they felt on the journey, Their safety
did not depend on how they felt but on the reliability of the aircraft and the skill
of the pilot.

In the Christian life there are some believers who have great assurance while
others seem so fearful and timid. The Christian's safe arrival in heaven does not
depend on how he feels or what he experiences but because his trust is in the great
and reliable Saviour the Lord Jesus Christ.

The object of our faith is most important, not how much faith we have.
Someone once said to a godly woman, "You are a woman of great faith". "No,"
she replied, "I am a woman of little faith in a great God."

If the plane is unsound mechanically or if the pilot is incompetent, then the
confidence of the passenger will not help him to reach the destination safely.

If we are trusting in something other than Christ, this will lead to disaster. Our
good works will not save us. nor our church or our minister, nor our prayers.
Christ alone is the way to God. "No man comes to the Father but by me," said
Jesus (John 14:6).

When Jesus died on the cross, the wrath of God, which was due to us for our
sin, was satisfied. He procured forgiveness of sin for His own people who trust in
Him. We are made righteous in God's sight because of the righteousness of Christ.
We are adopted into God's family - heirs of God and joint-heirs with Christ.
Through Christ's love and power, we are being sanctified, being enabled more
and more to die to sin and to live unto righteousness.

If we feel confident, we should not be satisfied in ourselves, but look to Christ.
If we feel fearful, we should not be discouraged, but look to Christ. When sin
troubles us, we should not despair but look to Christ. "Look unto me, and be ye
saved, all the ends of the earth; for I am God and there is none else" (Isaiah 45:22).

Whether we are young or old, at the start of our Christian life or nearing the
end, Christ Jesus is our light and strength, the only Saviour. Nothing can separate
us from His love. "If God be for us, who can be against us?" (Romans 8:31). We
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know that God is for us, because He did not spare "His own Son, but delivered
Him up for us all" (Romans 8:32). "The blood of Jesus Christ, God's Son,
cleanseth us from all sin".

BIBLE SEARCH

Find the missing words. The initial letters of your answers will spell out a word
connected to the story.

1. 0 my God, I trust in thee: let me not be (Psalm 25:2).

2. The Lord shall deliver them from the wicked, and them, because
they trust in him (Psalm 37:40).

3. Behold God is my ____; I will trust and not be afraid (Isaiah 12:2).

4. A full reward be given thee of the Lord God of Israel, whose
wings thou art come to trust (Ruth 2:12).

5. The God of my ; in him will I trust (2 Samuel 22:3).

6. He shall not be of evil tidings; his heart is fixed, trusting in the
Lord (Psalm 112:7).

7. Who is among you that feareth the Lord ... let him trust in the of
the Lord, and stay upon his God (Isaiah 50: 10).

8. It is better to trust in the Lord than to put in man (Psalm 118:8).

9. I trust in the mercy of God for ever and (Psalm 52:8).

--.--

Born From Above
P MURCOn (Douglas, Isle of Man)

"So is everyone that is born of the Spirit" (John 3:8)

PROBABLY no passage of Scripture has caused more contention than John 3:7,
where Christ Jesus said: "Ye must be born again". An alternative translation is
"born from above". Maybe this helps to clarify the meaning.

Nevertheless, the perception, fostered by the media, that there are, and that
there can be, various categories of Christians, is now too deeply embedded in
the folklore to be eradicated. To speak of "born again" Christians is tautologous
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(as well as being a term of abuse), since it is only by the new birth that one can
become a Christian. The ridicule and contempt from the world about being "born
again" are simply insults that Christians must be prepared to suffer, knowing that,
"if any man suffer as a Christian, let him not be ashamed; but let him glorify God
on this behalf' [or "matter"] (l Peter 4: 16).

The response came as a result of a secret enquiry by Nicodemus, about whom
the following background information may be useful.

Nicodemus
He was almost certainly a member of the Sanhedrin, the Jewish Council. He is
mentioned on three occasions in John's Gospel. On the second and third occasions
he displayed spiritual progress. This in itself should be taken as a source of
encouragement to those who waver, or are fearful.

When he first came to Jesus, he was certainly afraid: else he would not have
sought a meeting with Him by night. He opened the discourse in a somewhat
apologetic manner, acknowledging that Jesus was a great teacher, but not
perceiving anything beyond that.

On the second occasion, he showed greater boldness by speaking up for the
Lord at the Jewish Sanhedrin. The incident is recorded in John 7:50. Certain
officers were being reprimanded for failing to arrest Him.

Nor was their explanation, "Never man spake like this man" (John 7:46) well
received. Nicodemus ventured to draw attention to the fact that Jewish law did not
condemn a man without a fair hearing; but he received a sharp rebuke for his
labours (John 7:50-52). However, the very fact of his intervention is an indication
of his spiritual progress. He was now prepared to speak out in public, albeit to a
limited extent.

Further evidence of his spiritual progress is to be found in John 19:39, where
Nicodemus helped Joseph of Arimathaea to remove Jesus' body from the cross for
burial. At that point, the prospect could not have seemed bleaker. Surely it was a
test of faithfulness to associate himself with a cause that appeared to be hopelessly
lost. No doubt the word got around. He had already been contemptuously asked
ifhe, too, was a Galilean (John 7:52). His reputation would have suffered a further
serious blow; indeed he may well have become a marked man.

Sin no longer has dominion over believers
One of the most picturesque illustrations of the effects of the new birth is to be
found in Romans 6, where Paul likens baptism to following the Lord Jesus, in a
spiritual sense, through the process of crucifixion and resurrection (Romans 6:6).
The particular purpose is to draw attention to the fact that sin no longer has
dominion over true believers. Being dead to sin, as once they were dead to the
law, they are now freed from its guilt and pervasive power so that they might
become the "servants of righteousness" (Romans 6: 18).
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The Holy Spirit and the new birth
That each and every person who names the Name of Jesus as Saviour must be
born again will not be contended further here, except to say that those who are
heaven bound must be heaven born. Instead, let us focus on the essential role and
activity of the Holy Spirit in the new birth. In so doing, may we remember and
draw strong encouragement from the fact that He is the same as He always was,
and build our thoughts on an acrostic of the word "same". Thus He is Sovereign,
Awesome, Mysterious and Effectual.

SOVEREIGN

The activity of the Holy Spirit is compared to the wind. This is how Pentecost is
described (Acts 2:2). The comparison is very graphic. As the Lord Himself said,
no one knows where the wind comes from, or where it is going. Nor can anyone
direct its course. In this respect, there is an illustration of the sovereignty of the
Godhead, revealed to Moses of old, when God declared: "I will have mercy on
whom I will have mercy, and I will have compassion on whom I will have
compassion" (Exodus 33:19, also quoted in Romans 9:15).

Nor can He be required of anyone to explain what He does. "Behold, he taketh
away, who can hinder him? who will say unto him, What doest thou?" declared
Job (9: 12). Many may wonder why God does this, or does not do that; but they
have no right of reply.

Light
This is not to say that God acts in an arbitrary manner - far from it. It does mean
that His ways are beyond human understanding or explanation. Therefore, let
none conclude that there is any unrighteousness with Him (Romans 9:14). Power
may corrupt the human soul, and often does; but "God is light, and in him is no
darkness at all" (l John 1:5b).

Thus God the Holy Spirit, being co-equal with God the Father and God the Son,
is sovereign in -

• converSIOn;
• revival;
• the way in which God's Word is applied to the heart; and in
• awakening and drawing sinners to Christ for salvation.

And once that is realised, then, and only then, will we realise that we can
achieve nothing unless we pray, and keep on praying. As Thomas Watson once
commented: "The angel fetched Peter out of prison, but it was prayer that fetched
out the angel."

A startling conversion
Some conversions have been truly astonishing. The Apostle Paul, quoting from
Isaiah 65: 1, writes in Romans 10:20: "I was found of them that sought me not; I
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was made manifest unto them that asked not after me," of which the following
incident provides a most striking illustration.

The eighteenth century evangelist, George Whitfield, was often mimicked and
ridiculed. One day he became the topic of conversation amongst a group of men
in a public house. Bets were placed as to who could parody him the best. Each
man took his turn, and last of all came John Thorpe of Rotherham. Leaping on to
a table, he declared: "I shall beat you all."

Opening his Bible, he turned to a text: "Except ye repent, ye shall all likewise
perish" (Luke 13:3,5), and he began to preach.

As he did so, an unaccountable power came upon his words, until his voice rose
in fervour. In fact, he preached on the text that he had intended to mock with such
authority and conviction that, when his awe-struck listeners departed, he was
converted by his own "sermon", and later became a congregational minister.

AWESOME

Whenever the Holy Spirit convicts of sin, the resultant effect upon the unsaved is
awesome. The Bringer of All Truth reveals to the sinner the true state in which
he/she has previously lived. But what is even more awesome is that Almighty God
should have sent His Son in the first place to die for ruined sinners lost, or that He
should have sent the Holy Spirit to awaken the spiritually dead and undeserving.
It has been a loss of this sense of awe in the present age that has been its undoing.

The principal danger
William Booth, the first General of the Salvation Army, foresaw it, commenting
shortly before his death that the principal dangers of the 20th century would be -

• a religion without the Holy Spirit;
• Christians without Christ;
• forgiveness without repentance;
• salvation without regeneration;
• politics without God; and a
• heaven without a hell.

If we reflect upon the events of the past hundred years, it is painfully obvious
that he was right.

Were it not for the fact that God is, in fact, in control, the times in which we
live would be a cause for total despondency, desolation and despair.

That is why Christians should rejoice that the sovereign Holy Spirit, awesome
in the way in which He moves and in what He achieves, cannot be thwarted
by the rebellious attitude of mortal man. You need look no further than the
remarkable events taking place in Africa and Asia, and in particular, China, where
Christianity is becoming as vibrant as it is largely moribund in the west. Indeed,
this is the next point of the acrostic:
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MYSTERIOUS
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None knows how the Spirit moves, nor when or where He will awaken hearts.
Consider what the Apostle Paul says about God's Word: "The natural man receiveth
not the things of the Spirit of God: for they are foolishness unto him: neither can he
know them because they are spiritually discerned" (1 Corinthians 2:14).

Just think about it: preachers are called upon to proclaim the Gospel of
Salvation to those who are incapable of understanding or receiving it. This in
itself is a mystery. There lie the lost, whose minds have been blinded by the god
of this world (2 Corinthians 4:4), dead in trespasses and sins (Ephesians 2: 1b),
spiritually as hopeless and helpless as the dry bones to whom Ezekiel prophesied
(37:1-14).

Yet to these is the gospel sent. It is enough to deter and discourage anyone, and
will do so, unless they realise that it is not by the persuasiveness of the preacher's
arguments alone (though the gospel must be preached), nor by the power of
personality, nor by the impressiveness of intellect, but by the Holy Spirit of God
that souls are awakened (Zechariah 4:6b). Thus it is that-

"No man can truly say
That Jesus is the Lord,
Unless Thou take the veil away,
And breathe the living word;
Then, only then, we feel
Our interest in His blood,
And cry, with joy unspeakable:
Thou art my Lord, my God!"

(Spirit offaith, come down, verse 2, Charles Wesley)

Many previous generations understood this well. That is why so much headway
was made in the 18th and 19th centuries. They steadfastly set their faces against
watering down the gospel, and toning down the truth until it was acceptable to the
hearers. Not for them the reluctance to raise such matters as the burning necessity
of the new birth, lest it arouse ridicule and rejection.

They trusted in One far greater than the spirit of this age, or the god of this
world. They put their faith in the Spirit of truth Himself; and in that Spirit they
lived, moved and had their being (see Paul's sermon at Mars Hill, outside Athens
- Acts 17:28). And before their very eyes, they saw that He is always -

EFFECTUAL

Two young men had been drinking. It's a common enough theme throughout the
ages - and no more than today. They made their way towards a Primitive
Methodist Church, intending to disrupt the service. Given their intoxicated state,
they could easily have done so.
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Now our Methodist forebears were particularly attentive to the preaching of a
full, free, and present salvation; and thus was the Gospel presented on this
occasion. The outcome was that instead of the drunken youths taking over the
service, they were effectually overtaken by the Holy Spirit's application of the
Word of God to their hearts; and they were saved.

Sovereign, Awesome, Mysterious, Effectual - nothing has changed. Therefore,
such knowledge should fill believers with complete confidence that, however
dark the day, God's purposes will be performed.

If you know Christ as your Saviour, hold fast to His Word, and walk in His truth
with complete certainty, making no concession to the doubt and despair purveyed
by the spirit of the age. Then your life and witness will be God-honouring and
Christ-magnifying. That is your calling; and so it is of "everyone that is born of
the Spirit"!

--e--

Women's Rights
THE following poem is included by permission of the author of An Unfamiliar
Family. Robert Searle-Barnes, writing about his grandmother, who was the wife
of the Vicar of Smithfield Martyrs Memorial Church, says: "One thing is certain.
Mary Griffiths had no sympathy for Suffragettes. Her contribution to mother's
autograph album was entitled 'Women's Rights', a nine verse poem. It has no
inscription, unlike the other entries in the book and may well have been her
own composition."

"The rights of women, what are they?
The right to labour, love and pray,
The right to weep, with those that weep,
The right to wake when others sleep.

The right to dry the falling tear,
The right to quell the rising fear,
The right to smooth the brow of care
And whisper comfort in despair.

The right to watch the parting breath,
To smoothe and cheer the bed of death,
The right when earthly hopes all fail
To point to that within the veil.

The right the wanderer to reclaim
And win the lost from paths of shame,
The right to comfort and to bless
The widow and the fatherless.
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The right the little ones to guide
In simple faith to Him who died,
With earnest love and gentle praise,
To bless and cheer their youthful days.

The right the intellect to train
And guide the soul to noble aim,
Teach it to rise above earth's toys
And wing its flight to heavenly joys.

The right to live for those we love,
The right to die that love to prove,
The right to brighten earthly homes
With pleasant smiles and gentle tones.

Are these thy rights? Then use them well,
Thy silent influence none can tell.
If these are thine, why ask for more?
Thou hast enough to answer for.

Are these thy rights? Then murmur not
That women's mission is thy lot.
Improve the talents God has given.
Life's duty done - thy rest is Heaven.

Mary Griffiths, 25th February 1908"
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Today's feminists doubtless find these sentiments repugnant, but Mary
Griffiths stayed true to them throughout her life.

--e--

Jeremiah Burrows and the
Millennium
Part 11 - Concluded

J. DAVISON

IN his second sermon, Burroughs referred to the Church in the time of its glory
on earth as being "delivered from all oppressions" and "a wonderful confluence
of people that shall join with the Saints in the way of God's worship".25 Similar

25. Ibid, pages 49, 60.
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expressions are found in Burroughs' Exposition of Hosea, where he said, "there
shall be such multitudes coming in and flocking to the Church, yet they shall be
united ... then shall there be peace" in the Church, "for they shall be gathered
into one under one head".26 In Jerusalem's Glory, Burroughs understands this to
mean, "the glorious presence of Christ shall be among them".27

It is of note that in reference to Christ's presence at this time we can see the
desire of Burroughs to be moderate and peaceable rather than dogmatic and
contentious: "I say the glorious presence of Christ; I do not say, the personal
presence of Christ in His body, for that would require arguing and much dispute;
therefore we meddle not with it." Burroughs, however, did insist that there, "shall
be a more glorious presence of Christ in His churches than yet has been". The
basis for this statement is Burroughs' interpretation of Revelation 21:22, a text
which many take to refer to the eternal state, but which he insists speaks of Christ,
"the morning star" who "shall arise in the hearts of the Saints in another way than
formerly", for Christ "shall appear in His beauty and glory unto them".28

The same cautious language was used by Burroughs with regard to affirming a
personal reign of Christ on the earth in his Exposition ofHosea:

Christ is the Head of the Church (in regard to some) even personally, so as
to come and rule in the world in a glorious manner personally and so they
think this [Hosea 1:11J may be interpreted that Christ shall be a Head . ..
that He shall come personally and rule and govern things even in this
world. As Christ in His own person exercised His priestly and prophetic
offices, so they think in His own person He shall exercise His kingly power
and office. Which opinion, because the further discussion of it I suppose
generally you are not able to bear yet, therefore in modesty 1 will forbear
... yet out of conscience I dare not altogether deny it, but so we will leave
it, to see what truth may be in it. 29

And again, "Let it be personal, or what it will, we determine not". But, "we may
confidently affirm", said Burroughs, "that there shall be a more glorious presence
of Jesus Christ among His people, than ever yet was since the beginning of the
world".30 In support of this, Revelation 21:22; 22:3-4; and Ezekie148 are cited.

At this time of Jerusalem's glory there will also be "powerful godliness and the
saints shall be honoured in the world". Not only this, but the Church shall be
"made a quiet habitation" with all divisions that "hinders the beauty of the Church
and of the saints" shall be taken away and there will be "a blessed union of the
Church". The prospect of all these things unfolding undoubtedly excited the very

26. Exposition of the Prophecy ofHosea, pages 133, 134.

27. Jerusalem's Glory, page 61.

28. Ibid, pages 61, 62, 63.

29. Exposition of the Prophecy ofHosea, pages 159-160.

30. Ibid, page 190.
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irenic Burroughs and moved him to speak of the divisions in the Church: "Were
it that the saints of God could live in union one with another and so grow up in
holiness they would be a great deal more beautiful in their conversations." But,
Burroughs told his hearers, as this time has not yet come, "we are now to labour
what we can to promote the condition that the Church shall be in then". Likewise,
we can well understand Burroughs exhorting his hearers to give the Lord "no rest
until Jerusalem be made as the praise of the whole earth".31

Up to this point in his sermon Burroughs has spoken of changes in attitude and
relations, but under the tenth point he argues from Romans 8:21-22 that a
dramatic change will take place to the physical world: "There shall be a great
change in the whole frame of the creation of heaven and earth.... That is, at that
time when the adoption of the sons of God shall appear gloriously, that there shall
be such a change in all the creatures, that they shall be restored to the state of
innocency." Then, anticipating an objection to his interpretation, Burroughs said:
"Either you must grant it to be so, or otherwise you must grant that after the day
of judgement, in the state of glory that the saints shall have (which divines
generally say shall be in heaven), you must grant that then there shall be a
continuance of all the creatures as now they are." 32

Burroughs recognises that his hearers "may be ready to think that these things
cannot be", but he insisted, "the Lord intends to put forth an almighty power in
bringing this to pass". Burroughs accepts that it is "very hard to determine the
particular time" when these things will happen, but he is sure it will be "at the end
of antichrist's reign", which he accepts will last for 1,260 years. Here Burroughs
referred to those who argue that the end "will be a matter of five or six years
hence", or "in the year 1666", and still others who "conceive it will be a matter of
two or three hundred years". Importantly, such conjecture is not forthcoming from
the moderate Burroughs: "I think God has not left it fully clear to determine about
the time," therefore, "we leave all uncertainties and come to show what use" may
be made "of what has been said about the time of Jerusalem being made the praise
of the whole world." 33

Although the time of Jerusalem's glory cannot be determined, Burroughs is
convinced that if "we do but think that there is a time that Jesus Christ shall be
honoured in the world, and godliness shall be in high esteem in the world, it is a
mighty argument to cause men and women to come in and embrace religion".
Furthermore, Burroughs informed his hearers, if Jerusalem's glory "should prove
to be in your days ... it would go very hard with you, if so be these times should
come upon you unawares and you found not godly".34

31. Jerusalem's Glory, pages 65, 69, 70, 57, 73.

32. Ibid, pages 73, 74.

33. Ibid, pages 82, 83, 85, 86.

34. Ibid, page 86.
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In his application of the doctrine he has been expounding, BUIToughs first noted
that the Church's glory "should be a great incitement to us all to come and
embrace Jesus Christ [and] to be godly". Indeed, when "Jesus Christ shall be
honoured in the world, and godliness shall be had in high esteem in the world, it
is a mighty argument to cause man and woman to come and embrace [Christ]". It
is also "a great argument to move you to bring up your children in godliness, and
instruct them in ways of godliness", said BUIToughs, as he gives his reason why
children should be encouraged in the way of godliness: "Because, if you should
not live to it, your children may: Therefore labour to infuse what you can the
knowledge of Christ into them now ... so they may partake of those glorious
things that are spoken of in the Word." "Labour to further what we can the cause
of God in His Church." 35

The same exhortation to instil into their children the way of godliness in
anticipation that they may live to see the day of Jerusalem's glory is also given by
BUIToughs in his Exposition ofHosea:

All ofyou labour now to instruct your children in the knowledge ofGod and
of Christ, bring them up in the fear of the Lord, that they may be seed for
that day. Acquaint them with these things, for though perhaps you may be
dead and gone before this great day, yet they may live to see it, therefore
catechise them, and instruct them, and drop into them those principles that
may fit them for meeting Jesus Christ their bridegroom. 36

Among the other uses of the doctrine BUIToughs has been expounding, is one
relating to a time of suffering that will come upon the Church, "a little before this
glorious time", which suffering will last "three years and a half'. Indeed, although
the time of Jerusalem's glory is imminent, they should prepare for this time of
"great sufferings" by strengthening their faith and "rejoice in the hope of such
times as these are", for it is "an excellent thing when a Christian is able in the
midst of sufferings to rejoice in the assurance of a promise" from God. Then to
bring further comfort to his hearers, BUIToughs reminded them that "the end of the
world ... [is] even upon us, and Christ seems to be even at the door".37 In support
of this Burroughs commented:

There are mighty stirrings abroad in the world; the hearts ofmen are more
raised to expect it than ever they were before. ... Truly there is the great
expectation ofthe Saints ofGod, and those that are the most strict and holy,
the greatest expectation of these times, as ever yet was, and we find the
Lord is so stirring in the world, as makes us think that He is bringing about
some glorious things. 38

35. Ibid, pages 86, 90-91, 110.

36. Exposition of the Prophecy ofHosea, page 197.

37. lerusalem's Glory, pages 94, 98, 99, 116.

38. Ibid, page 117.
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Coupled with these last comments is Burroughs' exhortation to his hearers to
pray and plead with God to "set up the glory of godliness in the world".
Continuing with his exhortation, Burroughs urges his hearers to: "pray, pray, pray
... both in your closets and families, pray the Lord, and cry unto Him so as to
give Him no rest every day: ... 0 Lord, make Thy Church glorious, set up the
glory of godliness in the world! Pray thus privately and publicly." Indeed, the
saints should pray in this manner because, "God has appointed prayer to be the
special engine and a great means to further this". To do this is to "join with the
work of God that is most acceptable to God ... and that's a comfortable thing".39

Burroughs' insistence on godliness throughout this corpus of sermons as a
prelude to the ushering in of Jerusalem's glory is ingrained in all his preaching.
For Burroughs, godliness as manifested in the life and worship of the people of
God was undoubtedly the means to bring glory to God and also the way whereby
God would display his own glory. As we have just noted, Burroughs' insistence
on godliness has as its central focus the glory of God and in this we come to the
very heart of Burroughs' theology. Indeed, it could be said that the glory of God
is the golden thread that is weaved throughout all of Burroughs' sermons.

Nothing was more important for Burroughs than that God would have all the
glory, as is evidenced by his preaching on the Second Coming of Christ. In these
sermons Burroughs certainly proclaimed his belief in a period of "latter-day glory"
here on earth for the Church of Christ, and with this many would be in agreement.
However, as A. R. Dallison correctly reminds us in his article on Burroughs'
theology of hope, "it is unhelpful to be influenced so strongly by the contemporary
urge to read prophetic and apocalyptic Scripture in the light of political events".40

Perhaps Burroughs was aware of this possible danger in preaching on the
Second Coming. Dallison suggests that "Burroughs considered the matter of the
sermons too controversial at the time to risk putting them to the press".41 This
would be more plausible if Burroughs had published nothing regarding his views
on the millennium. But the fact that Burroughs did publish his views on the
subject and in a forthright manner, particularly in Sion sJoy, which was published
at the request of Parliament, and in his exposition of the first three chapters of
Hosea, which was published by Burroughs' a few years before the Jerusalem's
Glory sermons were preached, would militate against Dallison's suggestion. It is
surely more reasonable to accept that at that time in Burroughs' life he sought to
concentrate his mind on publishing material on those subjects that would tend to
the healing of those divisions in the Church 42 and would therefore manifest

39. Ibid, pages 118, 117, 118.
40. A. R. Dallison, "Jeremiah BUIToughes (1599-1646): A Theology of Hope" in Evangelical
Quarterly, vol. 50:2, April-June, 1978, page 93.
41. Ibid, page 88.
42. BUIToughs published his classic work, Irenicum: Healing the Divisions among God's People,
and a.number of other works in 1646.
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godliness as a prelude to the Church's glory breaking forth rather than on the
Church's glory itself. It should also be noted that BUIToughs was dead within one
year of the Jerusalem s Glory sermons being preached.

One possible reason for the delay in publishing the Jerusalem s Glory sermons
may have been that as time went on it became less possible to describe the
Independent project or aims in millennial terms, which was possible during the
1640s. Whatever the reason BUIToughs may have had for not publishing these
sermons, he certainly believed "These things are useful for people in these times
to look into, to search into these truths of God that they may be the better prepared
to meet Christ their bridegroom when He comes".43 But we would do well to heed
his general word of warning regarding the study of the Second Coming of Christ:

These things, the nearer the time comes, the more they shall be known. I
think it very useful at some time or other, that people should be acquainted
[with this doctrine]; only ministers had need have a spirit of sobriety and
moderation, because not yet being fulfilled, they are not thoroughly
understood, and therefore we must not dare to be too bold in our guessing
at things that are not clear. But such things as appear clearly, so as we may
see there isfootingfor, we should exercise ourselves in, and labour to make
others acquainted with.44

--e--

Colossians 4:1-5 Expounded
E. A. POWELL (North Holywood. USA)

IN this final chapter "Paul exhorts to the duty of prayer ... to a prudent and decent
conduct towards those with whom we converse ... [and] he closes the epistle with
the mention of several of his friends, of whom he gives an honourable testimony"
(Matthew Henry). (See the previous chapter for a discussion of Colossians 4: 1.)

In verses 1-4 the apostle exhorts to the duty of prayer. In verse 1 Paul writes:
Masters, give unto your servants that which is just and equal, while in verse 2 he
exhorts, Continue in prayer. "If ... [verse 2] be considered as connected with the
foregoing verse, then we may observe that it is part of the duty which masters owe
their servants to pray with them.... They must not only do justly and kindly by
them, but act a Christian ... part, and be concerned for their souls as well as their
bodies" (Matthew Henry).

And this is the duty of everyone - to continue in prayer, to pray without
ceasing (1 Thessalonians 5: 17), praying always with all prayer and supplication
in the Spirit (Ephesians 6: 18), and watch in the same (Colossians 4:2).

43. Exposition of the Prophecy ofHosea. page 195.

44. Jerusalem s Glory, page 82.
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We are to "keep up ... constant times of prayer, without being diverted from it
by other business; keep our hearts close to the duty, without wandering or
deadness ... and keep [our] minds lively in the duty, and in suitable frames"
(Matthew Henry). "On no occasion [are we] to neglect prayer; so that praying
always is the same thing with praying both in prosperity and in adversity" (John
Calvin). We are to rise to morning prayer, continue in daily prayer, and retire with
evening prayer.

In addition, we are to continue in prayer . .. with thanksgiving, with solemn
acknowledgment of ... mercies received. "Thanksgiving must have part in every
prayer" (Matthew Henry).

Calvin writes:

As many often pray to God amiss, full of complaints or of murmurings, as
though they had just ground for accusing him, while others cannot brook
delay, if he does not immediately gratify their desires. Paul on this account
conjoins thanksgiving with prayers. It is as though he had said, that those
things which are necessary for us ought to be desired by us from the Lord
in such a way, that we, nevertheless, subject our affections to His good
pleasure, and give thanks while presenting petitions. And, unquestionably,
gratitude will have this effect upon us - that the will of God will be the
grand sum of our desires. --'- .- .

In verse 3 Paul petitions the Colossians, withal praying also for us ... [that we
might] speak the mystery of Christ. Observe the encumbrance the apostle places
upon God's children, that they "must pray particularly for their ministers, and bear
them upon their hearts at all times at the throne of grace ... (Ephesians 6:19;
1 Thessalonians 5:25; Hebrews 13:18)" (Matthew Henry).

"Paul does not say ... [pray for us] by way of pretence, but because, being
conscious to himself of his own necessity, he was earnestly desirous to be aided
by their prayers, and was fully persuaded that they would be of advantage to them.
Who then, in the present day, would dare to despise the intercessions of brethren,
which Paul openly declares himself to stand in need of? And, unquestionably, it
is not in vain that the Lord has appointed this exercise of love between us - that
we pray for each other. Not only, therefore, ought each of us to pray for his
brethren, but we ought also, on our part, diligently to seek help from the prayers
of others, as often as occasion requires" (John Calvin).

The apostle's prayer is that God would open unto us a door of utterance. "By
a door of utterance . .. he simply means what, in Ephesians 6:19, he terms
opening the mouth, and what Christ calls a mouth and wisdom (Luke 21:15)....
He here intimates, by an elegant metaphor, that it is in no degree easier for us to
speak confidently respecting the gospel, than to break through a door that is
barred and bolted. For this is truly a divine work, as Christ Himself said, It is not
ye that speak, but the Spirit of your Father which speaketh in you (Matthew
10:20).. Having, therefore, set forward the difficulty, he stirs up the Colossians the
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more to prayer, by declaring that he cannot speak right, except in so far as his
tongue is directed by the Lord" (John Calvin).

Observe that Paul's ambition was to speak the mystery ofChrist. for which . ..
[he was] also in bonds. He desired to preach the deepest doctrines of the gospel
with plainness, of which Christ is the subject, even the mystery which hath
been hid from ages and from generations. but is now made manifest to his
saints (see comments on Colossians I :26). It was "for this he was now in bonds.
He was a prisoner at Rome, by the violent opposition of the malicious Jews"
(Matthew Henry).

In verse 4 the apostle petitions for courage to make the gospel manifest, as I
ought to speak.

Calvin writes:

As we have a signal example of modesty, in the circumstance that Paul calls
others to his assistance, so we are also admonished, that it is a thing that is
replete with the greatest difficulty, to persevere steadfastly in the defence
of the gospel, and especially when danger presses.... Consider, too, at the
same time, his amazing ardour of zeal. He is not solicitous as to his own
safety; he does not ask that prayers may be poured forth by the Churches
on his behalf, that he may be delivered from danger of death. He is
contented with this one thing, that he may, unconquered and undaunted,
persevere in a confession of the gospel; nay more, he fearlessly makes his
own life a secondary matter, as compared with the glory of Christ and the
spread of the gospel.

Farther, as Paul here does nothing else than desire that grace may be given
him for the discharge of his office, let us bear in mind that a rule is in like
manner prescribed to us, not to give way to the fury of our adversaries, but
to strive even to death in the publication of the gospel. As this, however, is
beyond our power, it is necessary that we should continue in prayer, that the
Lord may not leave us destitute of the spirit of confidence.

Matthew Henry writes:

Paul had been particular in telling the Colossians what he had prayed for on
their behalf (chapter 1). Here he tells them particularly what he would have
them pray for on his behalf. Paul knew as well as any man how to speak;
and yet he begged their prayers for him, that he might be taught to speak.
The best and most eminent Christians need the prayers of meaner
Christians, and are not above asking them. The chief speakers need prayer,
that God would give them a door of utterance, and that they may speak as
they ought to speak.

• To BE CONTINUED •
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So Great Salvation
M. HANDFORD (previous Editor of The Gospel Magazine)
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SALVATION has become almost a threadbare word on account of its frequent
and unreflective use. We need afresh to grasp the glorious meaning throbbing
in the word.

MAN'S NEED OF SALVATION

Salvation speaks at once of man's deepest need and of God's greatest gift. Man is
sinful by nature and conduct; he is sinful in thought, word and deed. The Bible
does not take a light view of sin, it stresses its power and the alienation which it
brings. No one ever spoke sadder and sterner words about man's sinful condition
than the Lord Jesus Christ. He spoke of man as lost and in danger of the fire that
is unquenchable. Sin is not only a social problem or a personal inconvenience, but
is ultimately against God. David when he came to see the enormity of his sin
acknowledged, "Against Thee, Thee only, have I sinned and done this evil in Thy
sight" (Psalm 51 :4.). In order to understand the biblical doctrine of salvation it is
necessary to realise what man is by nature - fallen, lost, under condemnation and
utterly unable to save himself.

THE SOURCE OF SALVATION

God in every respect is the sole author of salvation. He took the initiative and in
eternity planned the redemption of His people.

The first indication of the redemptive work of Christ in the New Testament was
given by the angel to Joseph: "Thou shalt call His name Jesus, for He shall save
His people from their sins" Matthew 1:18). The name given is full of meaning,
Jesus being the equivalent of the Hebrew "Joshua" - Jesus saves.

Jesus is the mediator of salvation and apart from Him there is no salvation at
all. "He is able also to save them to the uttermost that come unto God by him"
(Hebrews 7:25). It is important to notice the fulness of the salvation that God has
provided in Christ. The New Testament repeatedly stresses the finality of the work
of Christ, that He "was once offered to bear the sins of many" (Hebrews 9:28).
Salvation then is the sovereign act of God in Christ; "we have redemption through
His blood, even the forgiveness of sins" (Ephesians 1:7). Salvation furthermore is
all of grace, "for by grace are ye saved through faith" (Ephesians 2:8). Grace has
been variously defined, it has to do with God's unmerited favour. Grace is given
to those who do not deserve it, but rather deserve its opposite. Grace is that which
stoops and requites not according to desert but bestows blessing upon those who
deserve nothing of the kind. The fountain of our salvation lies deep in the heart of
God; it is entirely due to His loving kindness. Grace is too commonly regarded as
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a pleasing sentiment, but it is much more than a smile of good nature. Grace
furthermore does not come from a half-reluctant God, it comes with ocean fulness.

THE FULNESS OF SALVATION

In Christ we have a salvation which is at once continuous, permanent and perfect.
It is a past act, we have been saved. It is also a present experience, we are being
saved now by the power of God. Then too, it is a future goal; one day we shall be
saved from the very presence of sin (Romans 13: 11). Sin has affected not only
mankind but nature itself. Paul wrote, "the whole creation groaneth and travaileth
in pain until now" (Romans 8:22). This is not to continue in perpetuity, for
eventually all things are to be subjected unto Christ. Salvation includes not only
escape from the wrath of God but deliverance from the power and consequences
of sin and the bestowal of all the blessings which come to us in Christ. "God did
not appoint us to wrath but to obtain salvation by Christ Jesus," Paul wrote to the
Thessalonians. Salvation is the possession of all who truly believe in Christ.
He is able to save all who trust in Him, however deeply they have fallen. Saul
of Tarsus was a blasphemer, a persecutor, injurious, a blazing red hot enemy of
Christ - yet he found salvation.

By means of faith we receive the blessings of the Gospel. Faith is the human
response to Divine grace, yet faith itself is the gift of God (Ephesians 2:8).
We cannot climb the steep ascent to heaven by our own effort, we must be
content to take salvation as a gift. It is altogether of God's providing and is given
without money and without price. Only a personal faith will avail in the dark
and stormy day. Life at best is so transient. Life for Paul was almost over but he
rested in the fact that all was well, for he knew whom he had believed and was
persuaded that He would be able to keep that which he had committed unto Him
(2 Timothy 1: 12). This gave him serenity amidst the dangers, disappointments and
difficulties of life.

"How shall we escape, if we neglect so great salvation?" (Hebrews 2:3).

--e--

John Knox
JOHN REES-EVANS

An address given on 1st March 2005

I WOULD firstly say that in researching this talk I have encountered vastly
different and contradictory claims from various sources. It has not always been
obvious which has been truth and which Romish propaganda, so if anyone has
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good reasons to believe that anything I say is false I should be very grateful if they
would point it out afterwards.

Before we look at the life and work of John Knox we need really to have a brief
glimpse at Scotland's past. It is often claimed that Christianity reached Scotland
with St. Ninian in AD 397 but this is manifestly untrue - it arrived well before
this. Howie, the 18th century Protestant historian, tells us that the Druids were
expelled by King Cratilinth in AD 277 and that by AD 314 the Scottish Church
was sufficiently well organised as to be able to send a delegation to ArIes to
uphold Trinitarian truth against the Arian heretics.

Until AD 450 I think we would understand Scottish Church government to have
been Presbyterian, in that only elders and presbyters were allowed to serve as
ministers and teachers in the Church. Sadly, with the appointment by the Pope of
Palladius as first Bishop in Scotland, the country's subjugation to Rome was
really settled for the next eleven centuries, and so things hereafter became steadily
worse and worse. By the 16th century most sensible historians seem to agree that
Scotland was the most immoral and backward nation in Europe and some claim
that she was 400 years behind most of the rest of Europe, as was similarly the case
in England during the Dark Ages. However, a remnant of true Christians survived.
These were faithful monks called Culdees, or Worshippers of God, after the Latin
Cultores Dei, and there is evidence that these Christians and their spiritual
descendants were still defending truth against Romanism in the 7th, 11 th and
15th centuries.

With Wycliffe's poor priests, or Lollards, being dispatched northwards and
again reaching Scotland with the true Gospel, I understand that - again similarly
as in England - there were some encouraging preparatory stands against Rome.
Word of the faithful witness of the Lollard martyrs in the early 15th century
reached all the way to Bohemia from where Paul Kraw - being moved by their
testimony - came over to Scotland to help his brethren fight for truth and was
burnt at St. Andrew's University, where 17 years earlier it had been decreed that
all Masters of Arts students were required to renounce Lollardy and swear
allegiance to Rome.

Kraw would have persisted in his passionate preaching right up until the very
moment of his death at the stake had not the papists found a large brass ball to
force into his mouth to shut him up for good. In the 15th century there were, of
course, other inspiring stands for Christ in Scotland which we do not have time to
look at now, but by the early 16th century we know that God had really begun to
move things in Europe and in 1517, on 31st October, Luther, of course, posted his
famous 95 theses, openly bringing Rome's abuses and falsehoods in doctrine into
open scrutiny.

Scotland's well known poor relationship with England had long ensured that
her closest friends were those on the continent. It was not unusual then for
Scottish scholars to be sent to Europe to study, even when they were not having
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to flee there to escape death. It is known that some Scots spoke European
languages fluently. Knox himself was fluent in both French and German.

With these close relationships with Europe it came about that Luther's books
forbidden as they were - inevitably reached the people of Scotland, being
smuggled by sailors and traders, and concealed amongst their goods. Thus
Protestant ideas gradually spread into Scotland and Rome was forced to begin
taking some drastic measures to arrest and suppress these ideas.

f:; Ol}ee such scholar who was sent to Europe was a member of the Royal Family
f

through both his mother's and father's lines. Patrick Hamilton, born in 1503, was
sent to Paris to study. Here God led his studies to the writings of Luther and on his
return home he soon made preparations to go out to Wittenberg to be personally
instructed by Luther. He was so fired up by what he learned there that when he
returned to Scotland he began preaching fearlessly against many of Rome's errors,
notably against the Pope's pretended authority in Scotland, against purgatory and
against the sacraments being the means of salvation instead of salvation by faith
alone. For this the papists burnt him in 1528 at the age of just 24 or 25.

It would not have been possible that his brave death would not have called a
great deal into question in the serious mind of a young man a few years
Hamilton's junior. John Knox had been admitted into St. Andrew's University in
1522 and had studied towards ordination into the Roman Catholic Church. By
1540 we know that he had already been ordained a priest. Knox had come from
Haddington, a morning's walk east of Edinburgh, and was son to a landowner,
whom Romanist scholarship prefers to describe as a peasant. This so-called
"peasant" had distinguished himself in battle at Flodden in 1513 and had ensured
that his son received the best education available.

Knox served as apostolic notary for the Church of Rome in the Haddington area
until 1543. Before this time he is also believed to have worked for some time as
a lawyer. His clear, comprehensive and logical, systematic and irrefutable way of
arguing his case against Rome, demonstrates that had he so wished he would, no
doubt, have made an easy living as the day's equivalent of a barrister. However,
it seems certain that by this time Knox must already have possessed at least a
vague awareness of God's call to true service. During his papist studies he, of
course, was required to read Jerome and Augustine. Inevitably, Augustine's
writings seemed to him much discrepant with Romish doctrine and he was led to
a serious consideration of Protestant doctrine and God's Word. You will
remember that by 1529 Tyndale's New Testament had reached Scotland and
copies were secretly circulated and read aloud in little assemblies of faithful local
Scots families of an evening. By the truth of John's Gospel, chapter 17, where
Knox later said he cast his first anchor, by 1545 we can know that he must already
have been converted, for he was now asked to tutor the children of the two sincere
Protestant families of Langniddry and Ormiston.

The most valiant witness for the Protestant cause in Scotland at this time was a
man named George Wishart. While a tutor, Knox had chanced to meet Wishart on
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a journey and was so impressed by the confident fearlessness of his stand against
Rome, that he asked immediately to join him and to serve as his bodyguard, for
Wishart had openly received several serious death threats, which Wishart knew
were far from empty. Evidently, with Wishart's consent, Knox carried an illegal
weapon for this purpose - a double-edged sword.

Cardinal Beaton, an arrogant papist heading Rome's resistance to Reformation
in Scotland, despised Wishart and feared his influence and, sure enough, the time
of Wishart's death soon came. Wishart received word of what was coming and
Knox asked that he should accompany his master to the bitter end. While
Wishart's work was now done and nothing yet remained before he should receive
his eternal reward, nonetheless Knox's work was only just beginning. Wishart
then tenderly dismissed Knox by saying: "Nay, return to your bairns. Ean [one] is
sufficient for a sacrifice."

Exactly 459 years ago today, while in the scorching flames, Wishart said to his
onlookers:

This flame hath scorched my body, yet it hath not daunted my spirit; but
he who, from yonder place, beholdeth us with such pride, shall within a
few days lie in the same, as ignominiously as he is now seen proudly to
rest himself.

Wishart was referring to Cardinal Beaton here, and some would suggest his
words were prophetic. However, I fear this is not so, for although Beaton did
indeed come to die in the very same spot 90 days later, it was very likely
something else that gave Wishart this intelligence other than God's Holy Spirit
of prophecy.

On 29th May 1546, six men stormed Beaton's castle and killed him. Some
might say these men were taking vengeance for Wishart's murder, while others
would argue that, in Rome's hands, Scotland had no authorities who were
obedient to God's Law and that since justice could not be expected from the
powers that were, it was necessary that a small handful of godly men with civil
responsibilities should be called on to exact this justice and to expiate the
shedding of Wishart's innocent blood. Of course, the charges were serious and of
a capital nature: Beaton was accused of having forged a will for the late king, and
of having overthrown Scottish liberties, as well as the murder and torture without
fair trial of many Protestant martyrs. It might further be argued that a division
between religious and civil reform was not possible, since Rome claimed both
spiritual and temporal authority and that the strategic necessity to destroy with
justice Scotland's enemies of fair and indifferent government, and truth and
religious freedom, fell to those prepared to and expected to act on behalf of their
beloved church and nation, and that the word "murder" could by no means be
used to describe this execution, as most historians would allege. Opinion will
doubtless always divide on this but we should do well to bear in mind that Knox's
own view was probably not that of most English Christians today.
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Later, the general question of a Christian's duty to take up arms and resist the
tyranny of ungodly rulers would arise between Mary Queen of Scots and Knox.
Queen Mary would ask Knox: Think ye that subjects, having the power, may resist
their princes?

And John Knox would answer:

If their princes exceed their bounds, Madam, no doubt they may be resisted,
even by power. For there is neither greater honour, nor greater obedience,
to be given to kings or princes, than God hath commanded to be given unto
father and mother. But the father may be stricken with a frenzy, in which he
would slay his children. If the children arise, join themselves together,
apprehend the father, take the sword from him, bind his hands, and keep
him in prison till his frenzy be overpast think ye, Madam, that the children
do any wrong? It is even so, Madam, with princes that would murder the
children ofGod that are subjects unto them. Their blind zeal is nothing but
a very mad frenzy, and therefore, to take the swordfrom them, to bind their
hands, and to cast them into prison, till they be brought to a more sober
mind, is no disobedience against princes, but just obedience, because it
agreeth with the will of God.

Knox was clearly in with this warrior crowd, for when they took the castle in
Beaton's stead they invited Knox to live in as chaplain and he accepted. Word of
Beaton's ignominious demise soon reached some angry ears in Rome and a
French fleet was dispatched to regain St. Andrew's castle. The small Protestant
band surrendered the castle with guarantees of their safety and it should be
credited to these Romish soldiers' honour that Knox was not put to death for his
part but was instead punished with 19 months on board the French galleys.

His health suffered at this time but Knox clearly accepted the affliction of
these wilderness years with gratitude and no resentment, knowing that the hard
ship was sent by God. While on the galleys, one time the ship landed at port and
a papist priest came aboard with either a painted doll or image of the Virgin Mary,
and ordered that all on deck should kiss it. Knox refused and they thrust it in
his face. His words cannot be verified exactly but he is reported to have said
something like: Our Lady's light enough, let her swim! She's more fit for
swimming than to be kissed! And with that he grabbed the idol and threw it
overboard, knowing well that he would be chained face down to a board and
flogged hard for this.

Knox's release was eventually obtained by the diplomatic intervention of King
Edward, aged only 11, who later invited Knox to be his chaplain when he refused
a bishopric. While in England, having first served as a licensed preacher to the
English garrison in Berwick and then in Newcastle and now being sent south 
the authorities fearing that he would draw Scots across the border with his
preaching - he encountered some troubles with the English Church because of his
Presbyterian views.
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He was called before the ecclesiastical council, and required to answer the
following three questions: (l) Why he refused the benefice provided for him at
London? (2) Whether he thought that no Christian might serve in the
ecclesiastical ministration, according to the laws and rites of the realm of
England? (3) If kneeling at the Lord's table was not indifferent?

To the first question he answered, That his conscience witnessed to him that he
might profit more in some other place than in London; to the second, That many
things needed reformation in the ministry of England, without which no minister
did or could discharge his duty before God, for no minister in England had
authority to separate the leprous from the whole, which was a chief part of his
office, and that he refused no office which might in the least promote God's glory
and the preaching of Christ's gospel; and to the third he replied, That Christ's own
action at the Lord's table was most perfect, that it was most safe to follow his
example, and that kneeling was a human invention.

His answers caused a stir but he was not punished for his views, only asked to
take the matter into further consideration, and so was dismissed.

Of course, at this time Cranmer was compiling the first Book of Common
Prayer. But Knox's difficulties with English Church administration ensured that
his role of assisting the English Reformation was more limited than would
otherwise have been expected. I would suggest that these conflicts were ordered
of God to prevent Knox's deep involvement with the English Reformation, that
he might be freed to serve the Scottish where God had fore-ordained that he
should rather be used.

It is worth considering Knox's views on the way that we do things as Anglicans
in England, as they help us understand why we are so unpopular, even among
other reformed groups. In a sense, Knox's influence still remains today, in the
sense in which the influence of Cranmer and his co-workers has now all but
dwindled away in the world. This is because the enormous Presbyterian
movement of America, which continues to influence much of the world 
including our own country - is directly indebted to Knox. It is said that in 1776
most people in the southern states spoke with a Scottish accent. Well, it is certain
that his ideas on the separation of Church and State and the Christian duty to resist
tyranny, directly influenced the Americans in seeking independence from us
in 1776. At that time the best-selling book over there was an essay that was
essentially a summary of Knox's views of Church and Government two hundred
years earlier.

In essence Knox's attitude towards us was that we had not allowed for the
completion of the process of reformation in England but still chose to retain
vestiges of popery. Knowing well that the signing of the cross was an early
practice of the Church and that Augustine - by whose writings, with Scripture,
Knox may even have been converted - had enjoined that Thou art to be signed
this day on thy forehead with the sign of the passion and the cross; and
understanding also that the subsequent abuse of something does not take away the
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lawful use of it, he would nonetheless later write, on 10th March 1556, to Mrs.
Anna Locke:

Our captain Christ Jesus and Satan his adversary are now at open defiance,
their banners are displayed, and the trumpet is blown on both sides for
assembling their armies: our master calleth upon his own, and that with
vehemency, that they may depart from Babylon, yea, he threateneth death and
damnation to such as either in their forehead or right-hand have the mark of
the beast, and a portion of this mark are all these dregs of papistry, which
are left in your great book of England (viz. crossing in baptism, kneeling at
the Lords table, mumbling or singing of the litany, &c. &c.) anyone jot of
which diabolical inventions will! never counsel any man to use, &c.

Some suggest that in a small sense Knox betrayed the Anglicans with such
attacks. I do not see this; he appears to have been quite consistent and firm in his
attitudes of this kind, and always bold and open and uncompromising in his
expression of them. It is likely, however, that Calvin's later influence confirmed
him in much of what he held, but, then again, we should remember that Calvin
had a very high regard indeed for the English Church.

Knox profited from his time in England, working in relatively humble capacity
toward reformation here, and would no doubt have stayed longer. But when
Bloody Mary ascended the throne in 1553, Knox chose rather to become a marian
exile than a marian martyr and went to Frankfurt where he ministered to the
English refugees there. From there he went on to Geneva, where he very much
liked what he found. In Geneva, attendance at church on Sundays and on
Wednesdays was compulsory. Knox called the Church in Geneva the most perfect
school of Christ that ever was on earth since the days of the Apostles. This was a
period of rest and quiet learning for Knox and here he fulfilled a lifelong ambition
to learn the Hebrew language, which he is understood to have managed quite well
after only a few weeks.

He did not forget his English brethren, however. Here he wrote his encouraging
two Comfortable Epistles to Our Afflicted Brethren in England. In 1555 he visited
Scotland and found a faithful witness and great hunger for the Word of God. In
1556, in Edinburgh, he preached every single day for a whole month in the home
of John Erskine of Dun. Here were the likely origins of Covenanting. At the
Erskine home many entered into a covenant in which they promised to resist and
denounce popery and to promote the Word of God. But Knox felt not yet ready
fully to engage in his reformation labours in Scotland and so returned to the
English congregation in Geneva again where his first son Nathaniel was born in
1558. Knox kept up a regular correcting and edifying correspondence with
Scotland after the manner of the apostles, as well as with other European nations,
in whose tongues he could ably communicate.

At this time, seeing what evil was ushered in by queens in Scotland and
England - both of whom were, of course, Marys - Knox wrote his First Blast [of
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the Trumpet] Against the Monstrous Regiment of Women. Knox had such a
tactical and foreseeing mind that he anticipated a defence against his arguments
and planned to have had three blasts against women in total. Knox argued in this
work that the exercise of authority by women both in Church and State was
unbiblical. The answer given by Aylner was weak and did not merit a reply, so his
second and third blasts never materialised. They may also not have come, as it
soon appeared that Elizabeth's own reign which, of course, had just begun, soon
transpired to exhibit good leadership and apparent spiritual profit for the nation
which probably contradicted Knox's predictions. Interestingly, however, Aylner's
answer was that Paul's clear writing against the authority of women in the church
applied only to his own time and not to the present. (I had thought this a peculiarly
20th century argument before.)

Knox continued to preach to his English congregation in Geneva and in 1558 a
second son, Eleazar, was born to him. But things were getting out of hand in
Scotland and the stomach of the people was fast turning against Rome's cruelty
and tyrannies by events such as the martyrdom of Walter Mill in 1558 at the age
of 82. So in 1559 Knox received an appeal for his return to Scotland by the nobles
there. He was unwilling to leave but with his congregation's consent and much
heartache he agreed to return home. At Dieppe, however, he received news that
the Scottish nobles were wavering as to whether he should indeed come, knowing
what trouble he would stir up. Discouraged, still he upbraided them for their
timidity and they assented to his coming.

In the meantime, however, Elizabeth, who obviously would not have liked
Knox calling her monstrous, refused permission for him to land in England, so he
passed his time preaching in fluent French to the native congregation in Dieppe.
Also while there, he wrote a warning to Scotland against the heresies of the
Anabaptists which she appears to have heeded. Bypassing England he landed
instead directly in Leith, Scotland, in May of 1559.

So now, if we accept his birth date as 500 years ago, though some suggest a birth
date of 1513-14, Knox began his main work of reformation at the age of 54 and
would struggle hereafter for this cause for the rest of his life. Mary of Guise was
Queen Regent at this time and she, of course, being an unreformed Frenchwoman,
sided with the papist priests. When Knox arrived in Scotland, four Protestant
preachers had been summoned to be tried at Stirling. Knox decided to go with
them. He had been declared an outlaw but at great risk to himself he nonetheless
prepared to join them. Hearing of this, the Queen, in horror, cancelled the
summons and then outlawed the preachers for not appearing at the summons that
she had cancelled! Knox then went to St. Andrews, despite threats from the
archbishop there to welcome him with a twelve-gun salute, the shots of which 
the archbishop vowed - would land on Knox's nose. Undeterred, on his arrival at
St. Andrews, Knox preached in the cathedral against popery for four days running.

• To BE CONTINUED •
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"Be Still!"
H. A. LEWTY

1. Psalm 4:4:
"Stand in awe, and sin not: commune with your own heart upon your bed,

and be still"

If we do not learn something about this heavenly stillness in our daily life, we are
losing a precious truth. We go on daily with our worries and difficulties. We need
to learn that this stillness begins in the heart and that the Holy Spirit begins it. We
cannot begin it ourselves.

2. Psalm 46:10:
"Be still, and know that I am God: 1 will be exalted among the heathen,

1 will be exalted in the earth"

Yes, God Himself will speak to us through the Holy Spirit and His Word. Then we
shall know truths we deeply need to know. When we are still, with our Bible
before us, we shall be taught precious secrets. That "knowing" does not come
from ourselves, but from above.

3. Mark 4:39:
"And he arose, and rebuked the wind, and said unto the sea, Peace, be still.

And the wind ceased, and there was a great calm"

The Prayer Book reminds us that God despiseth not the sighing of a contrite heart,
nor the desire of such as be sorrowful. How good that is! And it puts into our
hearts and lips, "Give unto Thy servants that peace which the world cannot give,
and by Thy mercy defend us from all perils".

2. Psalm 23:2:
"He maketh me to lie down in green pastures: he leadeth me beside

the still waters"

Of course, we must not leave out that beautiful teaching. When He leads we are
still, and we are taught to know His will for our daily life from time to time. Yes,
in this noisy world we do need such leading and teaching. May the Lord keep us
true to them.

"I will go in the strength of the Lord
To the work He appoints me to do.
In the joy which His smile shall afford
My soul shall her vigour renew."
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Faith and Experience. Thomas Halyburton. The James Begg Society. pp. 384, hardback.
£13.00. ISBN 0 95392 416 5.

With this volume the lames Begg Society have completed their series of four volumes of The Works
of Thomas Halyburton.

The majority of the volume is given over to Halyburton's Memoirs which are autobiographical.
These Memoirs are prefixed with a five page biographical sketch of his life and conclude with a full
account of his death-bed. Two sermons are also included which, the publishers tell us, have come
to light since the publication of volume 1 of Halyburton's Works. The editors also tell us that there
were a further twenty-two sermons extant in 1721 which, if copies were to come to light, they would
be published as a further volume to this edition of his Works. A full index to the whole series of the
four volumes has been included.

Professor Allan Harman writes in his introduction that these "memoirs show us a form of
spirituality different from that prevailing in our time.... The need is for Christians to apply their
renewed minds to their spirituality and learn from the giants of the past how to live consciously in
the presence of God."

We welcome this book and wish it a wide circulation. For any who want an introduction to
Halyburton, this is an excellent book with which to commence. I have no doubt that the reading of
this book will encourage the reader to obtain the other volumes. J.E.N.

The Love of God in the Classroom: The Story of the New Christian Schools.
Sylvia Baker and David Freeman. Christian Focus Publications. pp. 143, paperback. £6.99. ISBN
1 84550 048 2.

This book gives accounts of events that could be of stirring significance for the nation. In the last
thirty-six years about one hundred schools with a distinctive Christian outlook and ethos have been
set up almosl unnoticed. Here are recorded the beginnings and establishment of seventeen of them,
with a foreword by Baroness Cox.

Each account is a story of faith, prayer, sacrifice and service leading, under God, to success from
small beginnings. Responses of such amazing timing and precision to prayer for particular needs
show the hand of God time and again. The schools now existing vary in many ways: some have a
handful of pupils, while others have grown to over two hundred; some are primary, others cover
nursery lo GCS E, and a few are looking into the 16-18 age range, some are linked to a particular
church or are supported by a variety of churches, and others are run by parent co-operatives. But
" ... all are committed to being Christ-centred, to basing their teaching on biblical principles and
to developing a Christian world view" (page 131).

The urge to set up Christian schools usually came from the dissatisfaction of young parents 
often teachers themselves - with the outlook, standards and behaviour at schools they knew. The
book records some of the benefits flowing from Christian schools: official recognition of good
academic and behaviour standards, colleges finding pupils from these schools to be an asset and an
enrichment of their community life, employers finding that young people from Christian schools
knew how to work and how to behave; testimonies from the pupils themselves of the benefits of
their Christian education.

Two quotations in the book point to our own times: "I am much afraid that schools will prove to
be the great gates of hell unless they diligently labour in explaining the Holy Scriptures, engraving
them on the hearts of youth" (Martin Luther). "The philosophy of the classroom is the philosophy
of the Government in the next generation" (Abraham Lincoln). Too often now we see the truth of
Luther's words; we look forward in coming years to experiencing the truth of Lincoln's words as
pupils from Christian schools take up their positions as leaders in all walks of life. G.F.H.H.
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Philip and the Revival in Samaria. Geoffrey Thomas. The Banner of Truth Trust. pp. 120,
paperback. £6.00. ISBN 0 85151899 O.

Starting with the appointment of Philip and others as deacons (Acts 6), the author traces the effects
and manner of Philip the Evangelist's preaching to the crowds in the city of Samaria through to his
preaching to the single Ethiopian eunuch in the desert (Acts 8), pointing to the work of the Holy
Spirit in Philip on these two very different occasions. Philip was not specifically trained as a
preacher but had been given the humble task of serving the widows; useful work for Christ starts
with service. The author lays great emphasis on the importance of the preacher in the present day:
"A congregation ought to recognize the unique call of the pastor-teacher when it assembles for
worship" (page 44), and stresses that his words can only be made effectual by the power of the Holy
Spirit in him and on those who hear him.

Mr. Thomas says that the outpouring of the Holy Spirit need not be shown in such extreme forms
as leaping and fainting, and he also shows his distaste for a "... 'beautiful' worship service with its
formal order, routine, and decorum" (page 82) which he sees as insulating people from the fire of
the Spirit, making their Christianity cold and lifeless. He dismisses the idea of "Spirit-bestowing"
bishops" (page 73). Mr. Thomas's background and pastorate in a Welsh Baptist chapel give their
own flavour to this book, but his observations in an easy style have spiritual application to the man,
woman or child in any pew and to preachers in any pulpit. G.F.H.H.

Revelation Revealed - the Book of Revelation for Today. Gary Benfold. Day One
Publications. pp. 183, paperback. £7.00. ISBN I 903087848.

The Book of the Revelation engenders, perhaps, more controversy than any other book of the Bible,
but Gary Benfold has managed to steer a middle course between the extremes of interpretation. This
is an easy to read book, designed for the average Christian reader and relevant for today. Its practical
nature of application to the Church in our time (which is what Revelation is all about!) makes it a
book all Christians will benefit from. It is important to take the advice at the start of each chapter
and read the passage before listening to the explanation.

The author makes no apology for taking some of his words from preachers and writers he has
come across, and he has blended these in with his own variation to produce easy reading matter
without losing the vital message God intended to give us through John on that lonely island of
Patrnos.

This is another good publication from Day One to add to the many produced in recent years.

P.K.

The Baptists - key people involved in forming a Baptist identity. Tom Nettles.
Christian Focus Publications. pp. 380, hardback. £17.99. ISBN I 85792 995 O.

The author's objective is to establish the core features of the Particular Baptists by identifying
certain people from history. The first two chapters are rather heavy going for the average reader as
they set out the profiles of doctrinal truth. Chapter three begins section two as the basic and
particular "shape" of the Baptist's emerge with John Smyth, Thomas Grantham and Dan Taylor.
Disputes with the Anabaptists and the General Baptist Confession begin to set the scene for the
Particular Baptist's unique position.

Section three consists of eight chapters devoted to the leading characters among the Baptists from
John Spilsbury (1593-1662) through to William Carey (1761-1834), each man having his own
contribution to make as the denomination became established. John Spilsbury contended for the
gathered, disciplined congregation of believers, baptised by immersion as a New Testament Church,
while Kiffin stood for the regulative principal for worship. Hanserd Knollys, with Kiffin, led the
way in calling the first National Assembly of Particular Baptists in 1689. Benjamin Keach is then
introduced as the great debater of doctrine, such as justification, while John Gill wrote at an
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incredible rate in his challenging age. The author brings out the fervour of Andrew Fuller and the
commitment of William Carey as valuable contributions to the evolving of the Baptists, making an
interesting and informative book.

Unusually there are fifty pages of references at the end of the book that may have been better set
as footnotes where they occurred in the text. Readers will take different information from this book,
for it is both an academic volume and a summary of the lives of the worthies of the past.

God's Little People in Paul's Letters. Brian H. Edwards, Day One Publications. pp. 112,
paperback. £5.00. ISBN 1 903087856.

There are many people who make brief appearances in the Scriptures, and in this book Brian
Edwards has provided an interesting and intriguing pen-portrait of some of the apostle Paul's
acquaintances. Seven chapters are given to individuals, an eighth to Aquila and Priscilla, and the last
two chapters cover those named in Romans 16, and unnamed saints, respectively.

Using historical sources in addition to the New Testament, the author has used reasoned
assumption and imaginative conjecture to build up a picture of the character and role of these "little
people" in the early Christian church. Perhaps conjecture goes a little far at times, but this does not
detract from the whole. Though application is kept to a minimum, there is much profit here, and
readers of the book will be encouraged and challenged. A number of typographical errors were
noted, including on page 40, "participle" should be "particle", and on page 77 "comprise" should
be "compromise". The NIV has been used.

Truth Under Attack, Volume 1. Eryl Davies. Evangelical Press. pp. 400, paperback, £8.00,
ISBN 0852345747.

This is an extensive revision of the author's book published in 1990, with much additional material
following his researches in the intervening years. As a result we have the first volume of a three
volume work, providing valuable information on Western cults and religious movements, many of
which purport to be Christian. This volume is subtitled "Deviations from Biblical Christianity" 
Volume 2 will cover Cults and Sects, and the final volume Paganism and the New Spiritualities.
Each chapter in the first volume follows a similar pattern, beginning with a short history of the cult
or sect, followed by a guide to what they believe, and concluding with relevant comparisons
between their teaching and that of Holy Scripture. After a short chapter entitled "Personal and
Pastoral hallenges", the author closes by summarising four major Biblical doctrines - the Bible,
What God is like, the Holy Trinity, and the Works of God.

The chapters are comparatively short and very readable, and like other titles in The Guide series,
in which this work is included, the book is linked to its own website where questions may be posted
for answer by "a team of experienced, dedicated men". This will be a valuable addition to the
minister's library, as well as to that of Church members who meet with members of sects and cults
on the doorstep, in the street, or at the workplace. The remaining two volumes are expected to be
published during 2005. The NIV is the version generally used.

Totally Committed to Christ - Being a Faithful Steward of God. Brian Russell.
Evangelical Press. pp. 286, paperback. £8.00. ISBN 0 85234 570 4.

The author says that no honest observer of Christian Churches in the affluent materialistic West
today will disagree with him when he says that a significant majority of the members of these
churches are largely uncommitted to God and His service. Whether we are those who are striving to
do better or those who are slacking off because of our preoccupation with the things of this life, we
need to turn afresh to God's written Word for instruction and exhortation on how and why we should
be faithful stewards of God. With a dire shortage of dedicated workers, the contemporary Western
Church is lurching forward like an eight-cylinder engine firing only on two cylinders.
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Brian Russell calls believers to consider the stewardship of our body, our mind, our gifts and
abilities, of our time, of our faith, our money, our home, etc. The thoroughness of our commitment
to these things is called for. These are not new subjects nor is this the first book ever to challenge
the Christian on his loyalty to the cause of the gospel, but it does lead us to examine our priorities
and depth of devotion.

Brian Russell is a pastor with a pastor's heart. He entered the ministry in 1962. This book is
another one in the series called The Guide intended to communicate the Christian faith in a
straightforward and readable way, with questions for discussion and a link to a web site. Scripture
quotations are from the New King James Version. I heartily recommend this book.

Opening Up Nahum. Clive Anderson. Day One Publications. pp. 112, paperback. £5.00. ISBN
190308774 O.

The author is a Pastor, a member of the British Museum Society, a member of two leading Middle
Eastern archaeological societies, and relates the prophecy of Nahum to the events and background
of the time. This is all valuable, and the commentary accurate. It is well documented, structured, and
easy to follow, with helps to further study and questions suitable for group discussion at the end of
each short section. Whilst 112 pages are necessarily a severe limit, your reviewer would prefer
giving what space there is to more detailed commenting, using the AV, (not the NIV), rather than
shading, highlighting and boxing. However, the layout will suit many readers. Oh! How I wish the
publishers trusted the AV/KJV text! The fate of Nineveh would make good bedtime reading for
(western) world leaders.

Upon This Rock. Don Doezema. Protestant Reformed Sunday School Teachers' Association.
Available from CPRF Bookstore, 7 Lislunnan Road, Kells, Ballymena, N. Ireland BT42 3NR. Three
volumes. pp. 1,411, hardback. £25 + postage.

Rarely is Christian literature produced which is suitable for a wide range of readership, being either
aimed at children, or the layman, or the minister and others gifted intellectually. However, Upon
This Rock is surely an exception, being readily understandable to the older Sunday school child and
teenager, and useful to a minister in message and article preparation, and for the range of age and
people in between, both for private, prayerful reading, Bible study, and family devotions.

Upon this Rock is a historical narrative of the life of the Lord Jesus Christ in the Gospels, and of
the early Church in the Acts of the Apostles, using background material, and demonstrating the
significance of what God reveals through the human penmen of those books. In the foreword,
Professor Herman Hanko (an emeritus professor of the Protestant Reformed Seminary) states that it
"is not a Bible-story book - although it tells a lot of history. Nor is it a Dogmatics, though it contains
a lot of theology. If it were either of the two, it would be nothing much different from what we
already have. But the book gives us a clear insight into God's Truth as it is made manifest in
history." This work is thoroughly biblical and is in accord with reformed confessions.

Volume I covers the time from the birth of John the Baptist to our Lord's return to Jerusalem
before His final Passover. Volume 2 begins with the account of Bartimaeus and continues to our
Lord's resurrection and the giving of the "Great Commission". Volume 3 begins with the Ascension
and concludes with the final years of the Apostle Paul and his epistles to Philemon and (2) Timothy.
Where there are different interpretations of texts given by commentators, the alternatives are set out,
Mr. Doezema giving his own preference.

Each volume has a complete textual index, a general index, and an index of sources. In this
latter is an apology for the only criticism that can be made of this work that whilst major sources
are cited - e.g. those of Calvin, Alfred Edersheim, R. C. Lenski, Herman Hoeksema, Herman
Hanko, and William Hendriksen - many other sources are only identified by the author's name, it
being too large a task to rediscover the source of many quotations which were, in many cases, from
magazine articles.
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The name of Don Doezema will be unknown to many in this country He is a retired Christian
school teacher and is at present the business manager of The Standard Bearer, a semi-monthly
magazine. The book originated in a long series of articles written for Sunday schools and to aid
Christian parents in the instruction of their older children.

1,411 pages may seem a lot reading; however, the reader will discover, with this reviewer, that it
is very difficult to put down these books, and when the end of Volume 3 is reached there is sadness
that there is no Volume 4 to follow. The reader will also be stimulated to read some of the source
books quoted, many of which are still in print.

The set is beautifully bound in a way suitable for books that will find much frequent use, and is
an excellent gift for individuals or families. Highly recommended.

Chinese Whispers - The Gladys Aylward Story. Carol Purves. Day One Publications.
pp. 128, paperback. £6.00. ISBN I 903087 57 O.

Though the story of G1adys Aylward has been told many times in book form, as well as on film, this
new ac aunt of her life is to be welcomed. The author has provided a vivid record of her
determination and bravery in the face of hardship and danger, showing how her deep faith in God
carried h I' through many and varied life and death situations. "Single-minded", "headstrong",
"naive" and "stubborn" are some of the characteristics describing her, yet Gladys was enabled under
God to und rtake a remarkable work in China, a work which led to countless people, old and young,
being brou 'ht to salvation through Jesus Christ. This book will bring back memories for those who
heard her in the 1950s and '60s, as well as providing a younger readership with an inspiring example
of courag , faith and sacrifice in the work of the Lord.

A Reluctant Missionary. Margaret Hayes. Day One Publications. pp. 128, paperback. £6.00.
ISBN I 903087759.

Forty years ago, the harrowing account of Margaret Hayes' experiences as a captive of the Simba
Congolese rebels was recorded in her book, Missing - Believed Killed. Now she has placed on
record some of her other experiences as a missionary nurse both in the Congo and in Niger. In an
honest and refreshing way she recalls her reluctance to respond to the Lord's call, and then,
following His insistence, how He led her to serve Him in Africa for some thirty years. Her delightful
reminiscences range over the joyful and sad, the hilarious and solemn, the orderly and unorthodox,
the humdrum and the miraculous, and reveal her remarkable courage in the face of much adversity,
and her faith in a God who never let her down. What a challenge to the Christian of today! An
extract from her earlier book is included as an appendix.

The Kingdom of God - A Primer on the Christian life. w. Tullian Tchividjian. The
Banner of Truth Trust. pp. 44, booklet. £2.00. ISBN 0 85151 900 8.

The author comments in his introduction that in "light of the fact that the Bible has much to say
aboul God's kingdom, it is surprising that many Christians are unable to give a concise and
biblically informed answer to the question" (page 4). Although this booklet attempts this, it does not
quite succeed. This is because, although a good deal is said about the New Testament teaching on
the Kingdom - teaching that is heard all too infrequently in Reformed and Evangelical
congregations - far too little is made of the Old Testament basis for Kingdom teaching. The
fundamental starting-point must be with Eden, with the kingdom set up by God but lost to man by
sin. This must be followed by the kingdom promised to Abraham but only ever partially and
temporarily inherited by his descendents. We look for that promise to be fulfilled, and we gain our
understanding of the kingdom from that covenant. Tchividjian moves in this direction, but needs to
move further.
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Worship - Its Priority, Principles, and Practice. J. C. Ryle. The Banner of Truth Trust.
pp. 31, booklet. £1.50. ISBN 0 851519067.

Bishop Ryle always presents clear and well-reasoned arguments on any subject about which he
wrote. This is no exception. This paper, first published in Knots Untied, is reproduced with very
little alteration, and is a necessary call to all who attend worship to be sure we understand what we
are about. Needless to say, amongst the many points made by the Bishop, the advantages of the Book
ofCommon Prayer are set out clearly. All who attend worship, and all who lead worship, regardless
of their churchmanship, would do well to read this paper.

Leviticus - Study Commentary. John D. Currid. Evangelical Press. pp. 400, hardback.
£16.95. ISBN 0852345763

Dr. Currid's PhD is in archaeology; he is a Professor of OT at the Reformed Theological Seminary
in Jackson, Mississippi, and his works include commentaries on Genesis and Exodus. He has
excellent reviews, and, more important, is a believer. Would that he kept to the AVfKJV like Bonar's
excellent commentary on Leviticus. The New American Standard Bible is used. However, unlike
certain commentaries today, he keeps strictly to the grammatico-historical method, thus seeking to
come to the meaning of each word and phrase as God intended them to be understood. Dr. Currid
deals with the Critics and their "sources" in a few pages in "Introductory Matters".

To make the riches of Leviticus accessible to normal Christians, there is a one-page glossary of
linguistic terms, and Hebrew words are in phonetic characters. Martin Luther said he would not part
with his knowledge of Hebrew for untold gold, so access to it is valuable. Also, the author writes:
"As I studied Leviticus I was brought to the throne of grace more and more, to the realization of the
wondrous work of our Saviour in keeping the law and taking the curse of the law on Himself
undeservedly." Christ's sacrifice and human sinfulness lie at the heart of Leviticus.

Chapters are kept short, each one ending with an "application". The New Testament meaning of
the book is covered, although Bonar's commentary has a glossary of biblical references not found
in this one. Cost and space are factors, but within those constraints it would have helped to have
some evaluation of "Kingdom Theology", or "does the entire Law of Moses apply today?" A
commentator must make value-judgments.

Editor's Note: We live, regretfully, in a day when most evangelicals have abandoned the Authorised (King
lames) Version of the Bible. Rather, therefore, than ceasing to review most books, we try to warn readers
by stating if the book uses another version ofthe Bible. The position ofthe Gospel Magazine remains true
to the AV as the best text and translation, in beautiful and formative English. That we name another
translation does not mean we endorse it.

Please obtain any books reviewed or advertised from your local Christian bookshop, as we regretfully
are not in a position to supply your requirements.
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